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features: zevo collection - the best of the best from zevo and brainworx. (a special featured version of zevo x3, x4 and x4s) zevo xfem customizer - an intuitive visual tool to quickly customize your xfem audio. all effects in the xfem family are accessible from the xfem customizer. zevo aps
customizer - an intuitive visual tool to quickly customize your aps audio. zevo eq - the most intuitive eq plug-in in the world. zevo x3 - a powerful virtual instrument for adding warble, vibrato, chorus and more to your recordings. also includes an effect section, fx designer, typeface designer,

pianist and a midi designer. zevo x4s - a very powerful virtual instrument for adding warble, vibrato, chorus and more to your recordings. brainworx - the most powerful toolset for manipulating vocals. includes 808 essentials, dual saturation, fast and slow vocal synthesis, delays, vocal
scatter, and record and reel. available for octatrack and airaid. there are a total of four brainworx plug-ins including a collection of presets for all four plug-ins. softube - one of the most respected and well known dsp developers in the world. includes leaky bucket, new sounds & presets,

reverb, echo, delay and many more. xln audio - a top-notch fx and percussion plug-in. relab - an entirely unique synth with 8 oscillators. all oscillators have controls for oscillator pitch, octave and filter. the filter is analog modeled with lp, hp and bp filters. also includes several effects and a
custom fabrice wavetable. adsr2k4 - a powerful analog compressor. key linker - join two instruments together, up to 128 notes. midi piano - play the piano like youre sitting in a studio!  midi synth - create a whole new instrument based on a pre-loaded midi file. load midi instruments, such as
synths, sequencers, harpsichords, pianos and more. loop point - create unlimited repetitive patterns. solid synth - the perfect virtual synth. easy to use and the best synth i have used so far. not only is it good for vocals, but this plug-in sounds great with a variety of musical genres.  onboard

mixer -mixing with your own head!
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the softube all in one bundle includes the following plugins: softube's voice legacy and omnisphere softube's vector peak and discovery softube's classic fm and fm light softube's power pack softube's drummer 2.0 softube's amp box analog factory's oscillator pack 2, multi-effect pack and
synthesizer pack professional music software producers have long used analog factory to set the tone and vibe for their musical projects. it quickly became a favourite tool, and with softube and analog factory joining forces in the first ever all in one bundle, the possibilities for sound design
are now unlimited. softube's analog drum machines, wavetable synths and soft-clipping vocoder technology seamlessly blend with analog factory's powerful multi-effect processor and oscillator suite to create the ultimate sound design program. softube's unique voice synths, patch libraries,
drum machines and fx plug-ins take your creative ideas to the next level. the softube all in one bundle is chock-full of sound design tools that are often used by top editors, producers and daw creators. from the solo voice based synthesizer and drum machines to the sound production and
mastering tools, analog factory and softube's experience and expertise has been brought together in a single bundle. as ever, the collection comes with a massive sound library that enables you to get straight to the nitty-gritty of sound design. if your sound is missing, we've got it. some of
the host requirements for this bundle are: add to your host application the latest version ofpro tools,logic pro,cubase,ableton live,studio one,reaper, andcakewalk. make sure you have completed your system requirements. system requirements are in the readme file in the download folder.

plugin files (if applicable) should be placed in the following location: include - '-.vst' - include - '-.ins' - include - '-.axx' - include - '-.bin' - 5ec8ef588b
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